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robowall
RoboWall is a robot for storing
completed prescriptions and
permitting their automated and
controlled collection by patients.
RoboWall can be built in the outside
wall of a pharmacy so that patients can
collect their prescriptions 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week from the robot.

Benefits

How does it work?

RoboWall gives you a competitive
advantage because your patients will be
able to use the 24/7 pick-up service.

RoboWall is filled with completed prescriptions.

RoboWall makes your process more
efficient because the pharmacy counters
will be relieved of pressure.
A large portion of prescription collection,
normally 60% to 80% of all prescriptions,
can be automated and controlled dispensed
by the RoboWall.

The patient receives an email and / or text message
that the prescription is ready to be taken from the
robot with the related pin code. If the patient enters
the right birth date and pin code the robot
will automatically dispense the right prescription.

Delivers automatically and controlled the
right prescription to the right patient.

Able to handle large to small prescriptions packed
in plastic bags, paper bags or other packaging.

Functions independently or
connected to the pharmacy software.

Compact with a high storage capacity per m2.

Available in a wide range of models
and sizes from large to small and offers
a suitable solution for every pharmacy.

Robust, weather proof and vandal resistant
patient side.

Simple &Reliable
Fast &Compact
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Application
RoboWall can be built in the outside wall of a
pharmacy or can be placed free standing in the
waiting area. Also RoboWall can be placed in a
public space or outside.
Applications at community pharmacies, hospital
pharmacies, healthcare centres, general
practitioners, malls, train and metro stations,
supermarkets and other tactical places.
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RoboWall model
BT-L1500-W920-H2450-LN279-NS500.1421-OP00
BT-L2000-W920-H2450-LN372-NS500.1421-OP00
BT-L2500-W920-H2450-LN465-NS500.1421-OP00
BT-L3000-W920-H2450-LN558-NS500.1421-OP00
BT-L4000-W920-H2450-LN744-NS500.1421-OP00

Size (mm)			
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1500
920
2450
2000
920
2450
2500
920
2450
3000
920
2450
4000
920
2450

Store Capacity (scripts)*
Max
Average
279
186
372
248
465
310
558
372
744
496

HT-L600-W1406-H2450-LN63-NS500.1421-OP00
HT-L1127-W1406-H2450-LN132-NS500.1441-OP00
HT-L1950-W1090-H2450-LN192-NS800.1421-OP00
HT-L1406-W1606-H2450-LN198-NS800.1421-OP00

600
1127
1950
1406

63
132
192
198

1406
1406
1090
1606

2450
2450
2450
2450

33
78
98
103

Storage Capacity *: Indicated in number of scripts. RoboWall can store Extra Small, Small, Medium and Large scripts.
The practical average storage capacity depends on the selected mix of prescription sizes.
The maximum storage capacity is indicated when completely filled with Extra Small prescriptions.
All data is indicative and may be changed without notice.
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RoboWall consists of:
Operator workstation with pc, barcode
scanner, filling side.
Automatic storage unit.
Patient interface with touch screen and
supply point.
Software for communication by email and
text message with patient, pharmacy and
head office.

Options
Payment module.
Opening for taking in prescriptions.
Camera and microphone connection
between patient and pharmacy.
Design sticker on the outside.

Simple &Reliable
Fast &Compact
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Software
RoboWall software has a practical users interface. The patient- machine interface is
clear and friendly to use. With the operator- machine interface the machine can be
filled easy and quickly.
The software generates reports and communicates automatically with the pharmacy
or head office.

More information?
Interested in how RoboWall can improve
your business?
Contact RoboPharma at tel: +31 (0)416 34 71 72 or

RoboPharma RoboWall: 09-2014

EN : 09-2014

sales@robopharma.com

RoboPharma B.V.

Pharmasee 3000

P.O. Box 653, 5140 AR Waalwijk
Havenweg 14, 5145 NJ Waalwijk
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)416 34 71 72
Fax: +31 (0)416 65 18 85

Daresbury Science & Innovation Centre
Sci-Tech Daresbury
Keckwick Lane, Warrington
Cheshire WA4 4FS
Tel: +44 (0)1925 607 217

www.robopharma.com
info@robopharma.com

www.pharmasee3000.co.uk
info@pharmasee3000.co.uk

pharmacy
automation

